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School-based experience sharing 

on LAC implementation
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How?

How?

How to raise teachers’

language awareness?

� Professional sharing among colleagues

� Language awareness of subject coordinators

� Professional Development School Scheme ‘Language across the 
curriculum between Liberal Studies and English’

� Lesson observation

� Sharing of teaching and learning materials

� Professional support on LAC development

� Professional development courses from EDB

� EMI course offered by HKIED (8-weeks)

� Course for teachers teaching PSHE KLA in the English Medium 
offered by HKU (4-days)
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Key ideas in LAC

� Every content teacher is a language teacher.

� Language is thinking.

� We have to teach students how to use language 

to think and to express themselves.
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Starbucks as a case 

of economic 

globalization

The starting point of language 

support in Liberal Studies 
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� Overall description?

� Any differences in different periods?

� How can you express it?
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To conceptualize …To conceptualize …

Data Response Questions
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Decoding cartoons
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• Starbucks is hiring a lot 

of part-time staff 

instead of full-time staff

• They claim that the 

REASON is that they 

can’t afford

• There are many 

Starbucks stores in New 

York City

• The business is in fact

developed well

• The staff is angry because

she thinks that Starbucks 

is telling lies

They do not pay the employees 

full time salaries not because 

of poor business environment 

but OTHER REASON(S)

� to save money / welfare



Messages behind

“They say they can’t afford to pay us full time 

• Starbucks is hiring a lot of part-time staff instead of full-time staff

• They claim that the REASON is that they can’t afford

BUT they can afford to open 189 Starbucks in New York City!”

• There are many Starbucks stores in New York City

• The business is in fact developed well

Angry employee:

• She thinks that Starbucks is telling lies

• They do not pay the employees full time salaries not because of 

poor business environment but OTHER REASONS

� to save money / welfare

• The poor, thin sweating

farmer is suffering…

• ‘Grande’ rock with 

Starbucks logo: heavy 

burden / pressure brought

by Starbucks’ business

• Relaxed / happy consumers 

enjoying Tall & Venti sized 

coffee inside the Starbucks

may not be aware that the 

coffee business they are 

consuming (even if it is just 

a small cup of coffee) is 

actually creating sufferings 

to coffee farmers

Messages behind

Poor / thin sweating coffee farmer pushing a “Grande” sized 

rock with Starbucks’ logo on it up the hill:

• Coffee farmers are suffering from heavy burden / pressure

under Starbucks’ business

• Starbucks has led to their hard life

Relaxed / happy consumers enjoying Tall & Venti sized coffee 

inside the Starbucks:

• Consumers may not be aware that the coffee business they 

are consuming (even if it is just a small cup of coffee) is 

actually creating sufferings to coffee farmers

Final 

Product
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Other learning activities 

with language support
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Elements of English Language

� Speaking – Presentation, Forum, Debate

� Listening – Teachers’ talk, students’ talk, video watching 

activities

� Reading – Extensive reading, self-learning packages, data 

files for presentation, reading exercises

� Writing – essay writing
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What we have tried out?

� Reading commentaries

� Reading newspaper articles

� Reading articles

� Self-learning packages (with glossary provided by Eng. 
Department)

� ‘How to write good argumentative essay in LS?’ & ‘How to 
answer to what extent question’

� Review and design lessons with language support
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�

Collaboration between 

ENG and LS 

Department
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Relevant Learning Experience in 

English Language curriculum

� Social Issues Curriculum

� 2010-11

� Similar to IES

� Report writing

� Questionnaire setting

� 2011-12

� Self Learning Package

� S3 Argumentative Essays (curriculum)

� NSS English Language: English Forum

� Competition among classes

� Stakeholders based
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Possible Collaboration

� Curriculum mapping (theme-wise); 

� Curriculum mapping (skill-wise)

� Writing argumentative essays

� English Forum

� Content discussion in LS lessons

� Language skills be taught in English Lessons

� Theme-based learning materials / Self Learning Package

� Professional support from the English Department

� Appoint an English teacher to be the LAC advisor

� Advise on language issues in curriculum planning

� Try-out: Describing graphs
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�

LAC Project 2
English Language & Economics
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How to write evaluation in 

Economics

� New requirement in NSS Economics: answering evaluation 
type questions

� Economic teachers worked on a pre-test to find out the 
weaknesses of students in answering this type of question.

� After discussing with the Econ teachers, the English 
teachers designed the language focus worksheet and used 20 
minutes to teach the students how to write evaluation in a 
better way.

� Students answered the same question again.
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Pre-test
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Comments from Economics Teachers
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Language Support
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�

LAC Project 3
English Language & Religious Education
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Amending the worksheet

� English Lang. teacher helped in amending the worksheet 

designed by our R.E. teacher

� R.E. Teacher: ‘Students don’t know how to write reflection.  

They usually don’t write much in the worksheet.’

� The English Lang. teacher reviewed the worksheet and 

discussed with the R.E. teacher on the design of the 

worksheet.  
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Original Design
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Amended Version
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More texts to read � development of ideas
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Language support
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� Learning by doing

� Start from small and from bottom

� Identify the needs of the teachers and the students

� More time saving in long-term

� Mutual benefits for both content and language learning
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Concluding remarks


